
 

 
Dear Colleagues, 

 

Per your request, I have examined claims of mercenary         

groups entering and establishing “bases” in the Kaist system. I          

have found, and have confirmed the existence of, one that may be            

of use to the Clan. 

 
(SPEAR) 

 

After defeating the Sentinel Order’s assassination attempt       

on Warlord Henymory and Warden Sorenn and after seeing the          

destruction of New Tython by the Brotherhood, a small band of           

Strike-Team Ooroo’s (StO) most skilled warriors decided to flee         

the conflicts and politics of their home world to seek out a            

better life. These were the members of SPEAR; StO’s Special          

Protection, Extraction, Assassination and Rescue team.  
 

With information gathered from current Clan enlistment       

records the following names a) were members of SPEAR, b) did not            

re-enlist for Clan service, c) have not been pronounced dead and           

d) do not appear on any current Kaist census. It is my firm             

belief that these are the current members of SPEAR and are           

currently working in the Kaist system as a mercenary force.  

 

 

Lt. Colbren Lipscle  Sgt. Rilalex Pillan           Sgt. Chadav Carshi 

Race: Chiss Race: Human  Race: Human 

Sex: Male Sex: Female  Sex: Male 

Height: 1.8 meters Height: 1.85 meters  Height:1.75 meters 

Specialty: Tactics Specialty: Electronics Specialty: Recon 

 

 

Cpl. Nasqui Weabroo  Cpl. Dunrog Shapnye  Cpl. Serat Strilev 

Race: Weequay  Race: Human  Race: Mirialan  

Sex: Male Sex: Male Sex: Female 

Height: 1.65 meters Height: 1.9 meters  Height: 1.7 meters 

Specialty: Marksman Specialty: Heavy Weapons Specialty: Medical 

 



 

While I had to go through many channels to obtain a lot of             

this information, rumors of them span the galaxy. Sources hint          

that they’ve conducted many underworld activities aiming to        

either allow them to obtain information or supplies. They’ve         

integrated, gained insight, then left all pieces intact leaving         

no noticeable impressions on the organizations they’ve dealt        

with. Many details though are still unknown. I have little          

credible facts to present but I have been in contact with           

persons who’ve had small dealings with them in the past, giving           

me the few accounts I'm presenting to you now.  

 

Ryloth: Helped to defend a small settlement in the caverns          

beneath the Bright Lands region. The inhabitants, mostly        

Twi'lek, had been living underground for some time until their          

mining activities disturbed a hive of Lylek. SPEAR had been          

living amongst them for sometime giving little indication of         

their military past. When the hive began attacking civilians,         

SPEAR mobilized and fought off the attacks. The hive later          

recessed further underground leaving the settlement unharmed       

even still.  

 

Corellia: Stopped the local Drall population from being        

targeted by a Human cult sworn to rid the planet of “vermin.”            

“Cortect,” a portmanteau of the words “Corellia” and “Protect,”         

sought to eradicate the Drall and “cleanse” the population.         

Rumored to be once high ranking members of the old Galactic           

Empire who returned to their homeworld to live out the rest of            

their days. However, seeing that the population had shifted from          

being mostly Human to a mixture containing many races, their          

indoctrination and desire to feel unity drove them to begin          

plotting to abduct the Drall specifically. They had taken         

anywhere from 150 to 300 lives before SPEAR was able to track            

them down and put an end to the slaughter. It was rumored that             

the Coronet security forces had contracted with them to aid in           

local policing but this is unsubstantiated. SPEAR did however         

manage to eliminate all known members without it making         

headlines either due to their subterfuge or Coronet security’s         

control of media and dislike of embarrassment.  

 



 

Kaist: Many of the rumors of their current location have          

led me to believe that SPEAR is with us. As I'm sure you already              

know, something has been helping to establish the Jedi on this           

world for some time. I believe it's them. They've always worked           

in secret and have taken great strides to keep their identities           

hidden. I suspect this is why they haven't contacted us directly           

but have aided to secure our foothold on Kaist. On a more            

personal note, I believe the rumors to be true. In my time as a              

Strike-Team leader I saw the need for a more specialized branch           

of our unit. I created them. Trained them. They’ve always valued           

honor. Justice. Even their underworld dealings I believe were         

conducted for the greater good.  

 

Given their past importance in COU and their military         

prowess, special skills and knowledge of various criminal        

organizations, it is my recommendation that we do everything to          

contact SPEAR and recruit them back into our service. If not,           

then retain them with supplies to aid in future missions vital           

to COU and its assets. Their aid would provide us with much            

needed support.  

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted,  
 

Revak Kur 
 
Savant Revak Kur  

Pin 12656 

House Hoth 

Clan Odan-Urr 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 


